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T2931
LOVE YOU TO THE 
MOON NECKLACE
Collar con dije 
“Spanish goes here”
Let her know your 
love for her is out of 
this world! 18" L with 
5/8" pendant. 

$12.00 
 

F9260
FILIGREE HEART 
NECKLACE
Collar con dije 
“Corazón filigrana”
Give your style a 
romantic twist with 
this vintage-inspired 
piece. 18” L with 
1-1/4" pendant. 

$14.00 

F9252
FAITH IN MY HEART 
NECKLACE
Collar con dije 
“Corazón de fe”
This silver necklace 
beautifully confirms 
your faith without 
sacrificing style.  
18” L with 1" 
pendant.  $14.00

F9245
HEART OF A MOTHER 
NECKLACE
Collar con dije 
“Corazón de madre”
Show a special mom 
in your life how 
much she means to 
you. Lovely heart 
pendant surrounded 
by sparkling crystals. 
18" L with 1" pendant. 

$15.00

T2949
WITH AN OPEN 
HEART NECKLACE
Collar con dije “Con 
corazón abierta”
Dainty golden open 
heart hangs on a 
delicate chain, creating 
an airy, pretty necklace 
– perfect for layering. 
14-1/2" L with 2-1/4" 
ext.; pendant, 1/2” L. 

$12.00 

We are proud to present our exclusively designed 
Jewelry and Accessories Collection for Spring 2017. 

Every item purchased throughout this Great American Designs catalog helps create needed
funds for schools & youth organizations. Thank you SO much for your generous support. All our 
jewelry is manufactured without lead or nickel and has a lifetime guarantee. Jewelry is shipped 

in an attractive Designs gift box, which is suitable for gift giving. Consumer satisfaction is 
100% guaranteed by Great American Opportunities. See our online catalogs at gaschoolstore.com.
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ON OUR COVER
T3012 
RUBY FALLS NECKLACE 
& EARRING SET
Product name goes here 
in Spanish
Multiple layers of scarlet 
drops float on thin 
strands for an accessory 
that is both striking and 
feminine. Lobster clasp. 
Matching earrings. 
French wires.  $36.00

F9484 
WRAPPED IN LOVE BRACELET
Pulsera “Lleno de amor”
Delicate slip-on wire bracelets 
with crystal icons and 
inspirational messages add a 
sparkling touch to your wrist. 
2-1/2" W.  $15.00 

F9278
LOVE IN FULL CIRCLE 
EARRINGS 
Pendientes “Círculo de amor”
Express your love with these 
delicate, dangling silver disks. 
Shepherd’s hook backs.  
5/8" L drop.  $8.00

F9286
QUEEN OF HEARTS DANGLES 
Pendientes colgantes “Reina de 
corazones”
Bright red faceted beads 
wrapped in gold make a playful 
addition to any ensemble. 
French wires. 5/8" L drop.  

$7.50

F9294
LOVE IN FULL BLOOM 
EARRINGS
Pendientes “Amor florece”
A rose by any other name would 
not delight as much as these 
open floral designs. Post backs. 
5/8" Sq.  $9.50

F9302
DROPS OF DEVOTION 
DANGLES
Pendientes colgantes  
“Gotas de devoción”
Silver hearts dangle gently from 
matching stems – the perfect 
finishing touch. Post backs.  
7/8" L drop.  $9.50

F9310
HEART TO HEART EARRINGS
Pendientes “Corazón a corazón”
Vintage-inspired heart-within-
a-heart design, playfully 
presented in silver filigree. 
Shepherd hook backs. 7/8" L 
drop.  $9.50

F9328
LOVE LETTERS EARRINGS
Pendientes “Letras de amor”
Gold-tone letters and a single 
heart of glistening gems say it 
all without saying a word. Post 
backs. 3/8" W x 1/2" L.  $10.00 
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F9351
CENTERED CIRCLES EARRINGS
Pendientes de círculos centrados
The multi-tones of hammered silver circles 
gathered in a smooth golden clasp means 
these earrings pair beautifully with any outfit. 
Shepherd hook backs. 7/8" L drop.  $15.00

F9401
CLASSIC AND CHIC C- HOOP EARRINGS
Pendientes de aro clásicos
Make any outfit a statement by adding 
these gold hoop earrings. Post backs. 
1-1/2" W.  $14.00

F9377
TREASURED FAITH POSTS
Pendientes “Fe valorada”
Simple gold crosses surrounded by 
a ring of crystals make an excellent 
addition to your jewelry box. Post backs. 
1/2" Dia.  $10.00

F9344
ABSTRACT OBELISK EARRINGS
Pendientes de obelisco
Thin gold wires threaded through 
lavender dangles give these earrings an 
effortless, yet chic look. French wires. 
2-3/8" L drop.  $20.00

F9419
GLITTER AND GOLD EARRINGS
Pendientes dorados brillantes
Fashions may come and go, but these 
lightweight gold-tone teardrop dangles 
will forever be a staple in your collection. 
French wires. 1-5/8" L drop.  $12.00

F9385
THAT’S A WRAP DANGLES
Pendientes colgantes envueltos de alambre dorado
Get wired into the latest style! These duo-
tone earrings feature smooth silver ovals 
textured with gold-tone wrapping through 
the middle. French wires. 1-1/4" L drop.

$16.00

F9369
A DROP OF GOLD HOOPS
Pendientes de aro “Gota dorada”
Sturdy hoops gain personality and a touch 
of elegance with a triple-bead design. 
Saddleback closures.  1-1/2" Dia.  $16.00

F9427
DIMPLED DISKS DANGLES
Pendientes colgantes de discos
Who knew dimples could be so dramatic? 
Gold-tone oversized disks are both light-
catching and eye-catching. Hinged backs. 
1-1/2" Dia.  $15.00

F9393
IN FINE FEATHER 
NECKLACE
Collar con dije 
“Pluma fina”
If it’s delicate you’re 
looking for, you 
will find it in this 
gold-tone necklace. 
Lobster clasp. 
18" L with 2" ext.; 
pendant, 1" L. 
 $15.00

F9435
TEXTURED OBLONG DANGLES
Pendientes colgantes largos y texturizados
Oblong drops with textured detail 
dangle from gold-wrapped marbled 
accents. French wires. 2" drop.  $12.50

F9443
WINDOW DRESSING DANGLES
Pendientes colgantes de cristal
Crystal clusters gaze through uniquely 
shaped gold-toned windows for an 
eclectic look. French wires. 1-7/8" drop.

$12.00

F9450
PETALS AND PEARLS DANGLES 
Pendientes colgantes de perla en pétalo
Oversized pearl beads and bronzed 
blooms blend classic elegance and 
simplistic charm. Post backs. 1" L drop. 

$10.00

F9476 
WRAPPED IN FAITH BRACELET
Pulsera “Lleno de fe”
Delicate slip-on wire  
bracelets with crystal  
icons and inspirational  
messages add a sparkling touch 
to your wrist. 2-1/2" W.  $15.00 
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F9476

F9468
BOLD IN GOLD EARRINGS
Pendientes “Oro de diseño 
atrevido”
Finish the look with matching 
dangle earrings featuring a 
matte gold finish and central 
black square accents. French 
wire. 2" L drop.  $16.00

T2956
BOLD IN GOLD NECKLACE
Collar “Oro de diseño 
atrevido”
Gold chains drape softly 
under an elongated black 
bead for a simple piece 
that’s long on style. Lobster 
clasp. 37" L with 2-1/2" L ext. 

$22.00

T2956

F9468
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F9609
PINK ON POINT NECKLACE
Collar llamativo
Three silver strands yield 
three unique pendants 
creating one stunning 
statement piece. Lobster 
clasp. 22" L with 2-1/2" ext.; 
pendant, 1-1/4" L.  $25.00 

F9617
DEMETER MULTI-STRAND 
NECKLACE
Collar en capas estilo Demeter
Nature’s rosiest hue goes 
bohemian with this down-
to-earth necklace. Featuring 
unique pink chains, gold-tone 
tree pendant, beaded accent, 
and pink stone sliver.  
34" L with 3" ext.; pendant, 
1-1/4" L.  $25.00

F9591
BUCKLED BEAUTY 
NECKLACE
Collar en capas con dije
Layered necklace features a 
striking belted stone pendant 
as the centerpiece. Lobster 
clasp. 32" L with 1-3/4" ext.; 
pendant, 1-1/4" W.  $36.00

F9625
TOUCH OF PINK  
SILVER RING
Anillo de cuarzo rosa
This small rose quartz ring 
gives just a subtle flash 
of silver and pink. The 
hammered texture makes 
it great to wear alone or 
accompanied by other 
pieces.  $12.00 

T3004
MAUVE SCARF
Bufanda de color malva
The softest neutral pink 
brings a subtle touch of light 
feminine color. 30" x 72".  

$25.00 
 
F9633
STOP AND STARE NECKLACE
Collar llamativo con  
dije de cristal
Get ready for lots of second 
glances when you slip on this 
amazing necklace. Pendant 
features a long gold-wrapped 
crystallized stone ending in 
a chain tassel for an ornate 
look. Lobster clasp. 28" L with 
3-1/4" L ext.; pendant,  
7-1/2" L.  $36.00

PRETTY IN PINK

F9666
PINK PANTHER NECKLACE 
Collar “Pantera Rosa”
Jazz up your style with personality, ample sparkle, 
and a whole lot of charm. 15" L with magnetic 
closure.  $20.00

F9658
THREE’S A CHARM BRACELET
Pulsera con tres dijes
Shiny bangle sports three crystal-embedded heart 
charms. Slip hook closure. 3-1/4" W.  $18.00

Love to shop online? Over 
1,500 products available 
at GaSchoolStore.com!

All jewelry is manufactured 
without lead and nickel. 
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F9757
BEADED PEARL NECKLACE
Collar de perla y cuentas plateadas
Achieve a timeless and classic look with 
this piece of jewelry. Silver seed beads 
throughout with a single pearly bead as 
the focal point. 18"L.  $28.00

F9856
MATTE SILVER HOOP EARRINGS
Pendientes de aro mate de plata
You’ll love wearing these bold-profile 
earrings all the time, day or night. Post 
backs. 1" L drop.  $11.00

F9823
OVER THE MOON DANGLE EARRINGS
Pendientes colgantes “Sobre la luna”
Add instant elegance to your look with 
these polished earrings showcasing 
milky white stones. Post backs. 1-1/2" L 
drop.  $12.00

F9773
DOLPHIN EARRINGS
Pendientes de delfín
Dive into cute style with these silver 
dolphin stud earrings. Post backs. 1/2" L.

$7.50

F9864
MARVELOUS MANDALA EARRINGS
Pendientes mándala maravillosa
A delicate stippling effect is found 
throughout the ornate filigree of these 
surprisingly lightweight earrings. French 
wires. 2" L.   $14.00

F9831
DOORKNOCKER EARRINGS
Pendientes aldabas
Hammered silver statement earrings 
retain their shine, making them a must-
have for any jewelry collection. Post 
backs. 1-1/2" L.  $11.00

F9765
DOLPHIN NECKLACE
Collar delfín
You won’t need to fish for compliments 
wearing this playful necklace. 
Wonderfully accented by a turquoise 
pearl bead. 18-1/2" L; pendant, 1" L.   

$12.00

F9872
TREE OF LIFE EARRINGS
Pendientes “Árbol de vida”
Silver cutout design represents the 
connection of all forms of life to each 
other. Shepherd’s hook backs. 1" L drop.

$10.00

F9849
LEAF DANGLE EARRINGS
Pendientes colgantes de hoja
Stay in touch with nature all year long. 
The filigree cutout motif not only make 
them striking, but lightweight as well. 
Shepherd’s hook backs. 1" L drop.  $10.00

F9880
ELEGANT CROSS DANGLE EARRINGS 
Pendientes elegantes de cruz 
These beautifully detailed crosses 
of bright silver have subtle antiqued 
elements. Shepherd’s hook backs.  
1" L drop.   $10.00

F9898
BONA FIDE BLOOMS EARRINGS
Pendientes “Flores de verdad”
Who doesn’t love flowers, especially 
when they are as realistic as these! 
Shepherd’s hook backs. 3/4" L drop. 

$10.00

F9906
STAR OF DAVID EARRINGS
Pendientes Estrella de David
These symmetrical symbols are perfect 
geometry in polished silver. Shepherd’s 
hook backs. 3/4" L drop.   $8.00

STATEMENTS 
IN SILVER

F9914
WHERE ANGELS FLY EARRINGS
Pendientes “Donde los ángeles vuelan”
Petite silver cutout earrings lend a 
miraculously stylish edge. French wires. 
3/4" L drop.  $10.00
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F9781
INFINITY NECKLACE WITH CLEAR 
CRYSTALS
Collar con dije símbolo del infinito
Sparkling and romantic, this piece 
features a vertical crystal-accented 
infinity symbol. 18-3/4" L with 1" L 
pendant.  $15.00

F9815
INFINITY RING WITH CLEAR CRYSTALS 
Anillo de símbolo del infinito
Love is limitless! 
Features a sideways 
crystal-accented
infinity symbol.  

$12.00

 Love to shop online? Over 1,500 products available at GaSchoolStore.com!

F9799

F9807

F9781

F9799
INFINITY BRACELET
Pulsera de símbolo del infinito
Make it clear that you’ll love her 
forever with this bracelet. Infinity 
symbol is suspended between 
lengths of silver chain gathered into 
a unique drawstring closure. 9" L.  

$14.00

F9807
CRYSTAL INFINITY EARRINGS
Pendientes símbolo del infinito de 
cristal
Petite infinity charms paved with 
crystals, the perfect touch of sparkle 
for your ears. Post backs. 1/4" L.   

$10.00
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F9674
WINGS OF GLORY CHOKER
Gargantilla “Alas”
Angel wing pendant dangles sweetly 
from a velvet choker. Lobster clasp. 13" L 
with 3-3/8" ext.; pendant, 1" L.  $18.00

F9690
LAYERED CROSS CHOKER
Gargantilla de cruz en capas
Black and gold jewelry will always be 
in vogue. This choker features double 
strands and a matte gold cross pendant. 
14" L with 3-1/4" ext. pendant, 1" L.  

$18.50

F9682
DESERT SKY NECKLACE
Collar “Cielo del desierto”
This necklace crackles with boho chic, 
thanks to a generously sized turquoise 
stone wrapped in silver. Adjustable 
waxed cord is 37" L; pendant, 1-3/4" L.  

$20.00

T2428
DOWN TO EARTH NECKLACE
Collar de cuero inspirado por la naturaleza
A lovely reminder to keep your feet 
planted firmly to the ground! Adjustable 
waxed cord, 36" L; pendant, 1" L.  

$18.00

F9708
DOUBLE HOOP BEADED DANGLES
Pendientes colgantes doble aro de cuentas
Gold and cream seed beads give these 
wrapped hoops a look that will surely 
diversify your collection. French wires.  
1-7/8" drop.  $16.00

F9716
DUAL STRAP STUDDED BRACELET
Pulsera cuero doble con tachas
A casual yet fashionable design made 
stylish with petite studs along the center. 
Toggle closure. 8" L.  $18.00 

F9724
BAND TOGETHER LEATHER BRACELET
Pulsera de cuero 
Far from ordinary yet perfect for 
everyday wearing, with a striking silver 
cutout centerpiece and silver accents. 
Lobster clasp. 8" L.  $18.00 

THEY’RE BACK, ONLY BETTER – CHOKERS
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 Love to shop online? 
Over 1,500 products available at 

GaSchoolStore.com!
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F9971
SOUTHWESTERN CHIC NECKLACE
Collar chic del suroeste
Turquoise and bright coral combine beautifully 
with multi-colored seed beads and gold accents 
for one fabulous necklace. Lobster clasp. 20" L 
with 3" ext.; pendant, 3" L.  $22.00 

F9963
PRINCESS PEACH TEARDROP EARRINGS 
Pendientes gota de color durazno
Well, aren’t these just peachy!  Oversized 
faceted beads in textured gold jackets. French 
wires. 1-1/4" L drop.  $14.00

F9922
CELADON DROP EARRINGS
Pendientes colgantes de celadón
These beautiful silver drop earrings are vintage 
inspired and centered with a delicate drop of 
color. French wires. 3/4" L drop.  $10.00

F9930
TURQUOISE TEARDROP EARRINGS
Pendientes gota de turquesa
Southwestern style goes glam! Turquoise 
teardrops wrapped in strands of gold wire are  
a truly distinctive accessory. French wires.  
1-1/4" L drop.  $14.00

F9948
TURQUOISE DANGLE HOOPS
Pendientes de aro turquesa
Simple elongated wire hoops get an instant 
makeover with the addition of oblong turquoise 
stones. French wires. 2-1/2" L drop.  $14.00

F9955
SPARKLING TEARDROP EARRINGS
Pendientes gota brillante
Achieve a million dollar look with earrings with a 
sparkling outline and sized to make a statement. 
Hinged backs. 1-3/8" L drop.  $16.00

F9997
MISS CHARMING STRETCH BRACELET
Pulsera elástica “Encantadora”
Pastel and gold three-strand stretch bracelet 
gets its charming personality from colorful 
beads and a dainty tassel. 3-1/4" W.  $16.00 

F9989
FAITH AND FUN STRETCH BRACELET
Pulsera elástica “Fe y divertido”
Play up your collection with this colorful 
sparkling beaded bracelet. 3-1/4" W.  $16.00

T2402
BLING FOR DAYS CUFF
Brazalete “Bling”
Eye-catching geometric cuff bracelet outlined  
in sparkling crystals is perfect for an evening out. 
3" W.  $15.00

Love to shop online? Over 1,500 products 
available at GaSchoolStore.com!

F9971

F9963

F9922

F9955

F9948

F9930

F9997

T2402

F9989

T2410

T2410

T2410
FUN WITH FILIGREE TOTE 
Bolsa plegable con diseño de filigrana
Never get caught without a bag again. The polka-dot pouch 
expands into a black and white filigree design tote in mere 
seconds with just the snap of a button. 16" x 15-1/2" with  
21" handle.  $12.00
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F9492
RAZZLE DAZZLE 
MEDALLION 
NECKLACE
Collar con 
dije “Medallón 
deslumbrante”
A uniquely shaped 
gold border frames 
silver filigree to 
create the four 
ornate medallions 
that make up this 
necklace. Clear 
crystal gems add 
glittering accents.  
Lobster clasp.  
36" L with 3-1/4" 
ext.  $30.00

F9500
PARK AVENUE 
JEWELED 
NECKLACE
Collar con joyas 
“Park Avenue”
Achieving a luxe 
look is made easy 
with this silver- and 
gold-tone necklace 
featuring faceted 
mirrored gems. 
Toggle closure.  
38" L.  $30.00

F9518
SHAPE OF THINGS 
NECKLACE
Collar de formas 
geométricas
A long gold chain 
gives way to three 
graduated geometric 
navy beads finished 
off with a chain tassel. 
Lobster clasp. 30" L 
with 3-1/4" ext.  

$21.50

F9526
SHAPE OF THINGS 
EARRINGS
Pendientes de formas 
geométricas
These dangle 
earrings feature 
two geometric navy 
beads and gold 
tone accents – pair 
them with the 
matching necklace 
for a complete look. 
French wire. 1" drop. 

$10.00

F9575
OF ONE HEART NECKLACE
Corazón partido con dos cadenas
A thoughtful gift for a loved 
one! Two separate chains 
connected by a single heart 
pendant. 17" L with 2-1/4" ext; 
pendant, 3/4" L.  $21.50 

F9542
CORAL AND GOLD  
BEADED NECKLACE
Collar de cuentas doradas y coral
The perfect way to incorporate a hint 
of coral into your wardrobe. Gold 
seed beads and woven coral thread 
complement the gold pendant.  
Lobster clasp. 17-1/2" L with 3" ext.; 
pendant, 3/4" L.  $21.50

F9559
CORAL TEARDROP DANGLES
Pendientes colgantes de coral
Pair these faceted coral stones 
wrapped in gold with the matching 
necklace for a complete look. Hinged 
backs. 3/4" L drop.  $14.00

F9534
NATURAL BLUES NECKLACE 
Collar de cuentas azules
Decorative beadwork 
along with a chain tassel 
accompanied by a single navy 
stone light up this eclectic 
statement piece. Lobster  
clasp. 30" L with 3-1/4" ext.;  
pendant, 4" L.  $21.50

F9583
QUEEN OF THE NILE NECKLACE
Collar en capas estilo Cleopatra
Cleopatra herself would have reached 
for this layered necklace over and over. 
Features five gold bars and a stationary 
mixed green stone. Lobster clasp.  
28" L with 3-1/2" ext.  $30.00
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 Love to shop online? Over 1,500 products available at GaSchoolStore.com!
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The products below have been handcrafted at Project 
Centers in Thailand and China. Primarily women, workers at 
the Project Centers seek to rise above their circumstances 
of disease, hunger, poverty, strife, oppression, and 
even exploitation. The Project Centers offer clean and 
sanitary working conditions, health care assistance, and a 
commitment to provide sustainable income that literally 
transforms their lives. Our goal is to find those who may be 
overlooked by others and give them hope and a future! 

F4790

F4808

F4782

F4790 
SHERBET RIC-RAC 
COSMETIC BAG
Bolsa de maquillaje 
“Sorbete Ric-Rac”
The flat bottom help 
keep bag upright so 
makeup and brushes 
stay handy. Zippered 
top and wipe-clean 
interior.  $15.00

F4808 
SHERBET RIC-RAC  
TOILETRY BAG
Bolsa de aseo “Sorbete Ric-Rac”
Structured bag with flat 
bottom and wipe-clean 
interior is perfect for toiletries 
when traveling. Zippered top, 
exterior zippered pocket  
and interior slip pocket.  
9" W x 6-1/2" H.  $12.00

F4782 
SHERBET RIC-RAC  
COIN PURSE
Monedero “Sorbete Ric-Rac”
Versatile little bag holds 
coins, keeps chargers 
contained, and wraps 
up loose odds and ends. 
Zippered top and wipe-
clean interior. 5-1/4" W x 
4-1/4" H.  $11.00

CONSUMER SATISFACTION IS 100% GUARANTEED 
BY GREAT AMERICAN OPPORTUNITIES INC.  
1-800-251-1542   gafundraising.com   
Brochure 71B  Item #: 1066971     

HELPING HANDS
219

219
DELUXE EARRING BACKS AND GUARDS
Juego lujoso de cierres y guardas
Four gold-tone & four silver-tone deluxe 
post earring backs. Eight clear plastic guards 
to secure wire back earrings.  $6.00

5033
POLISHING CLOTH
Paño de pulido
6" L x 6" W polishing cloth 
is 100% double napped 
cotton flannel, treated with our non-scratch, 
micro-abrasive polishing compound to 
keep your jewelry bright & shining for every 
occasion. (Jewelry not included.)  $6.00

T2436
CIRCLE OF LOVE CROSS NECKLACE
Collar con dije “Círculo de amor
Hammered silver cross on a silver ring 
background combine for a beautiful 
statement. 1-1/2" pendant. $15.00

5033

T2436


